Content Based Image Retrieval systems are helpful to the radiologists in diagnosis of breast cancer. This paper presents a method for retrieving breast tissue as normal, benign or malignant in mammograms by using FuzzyTextons. In feature extraction first fuzzy texton images of mammograms are calculated. During the detection of fuzzy texton, fuzzy based quantization is performed to get more accurate textons. Then feature vectors are extracted for fuzzy textons and for efficient classification and retrieval Support Vector Machine is used. The proposed method was tested for a mammogram set from MIAS database.
INTRODUCTION
The analysis of medical images is important because medical image data has been increasing rapidly in hospitals and health care centers for performing clinical studies in digital form. For accessing and searching medical image databases is difficult. Therefore an appropriate information system has to be developed to efficiently retrieve and manage the collection of medical image data especially in the field of digital mammography.
Breast cancer is a type of cancer causing deaths in females around worldwide. It is examined that between one in eight and one in twelve women will develop breast cancer during their lifetime and one in thirty will die because of cancer [1] . The breast mass may be benign or malignant. Generally malignant tumor leads to cancer causing cells of the breast. A malignant tumor is a group of cancer cells that affects surrounding tissues and also spread to other parts of the body.
With the use of Mammography, breast cancer can be detected very effectively. But mammogram reading still remains a difficult clinical task since some breast cancers may produce changes in mammograms that are difficult to recognize [2] . During routine screening of mammograms it has been reported that 10-30% of lesions are misinterpreted [3] and also radiologists cannot accurately detect all breast cancers visible on mammograms. Therefore to improve detection accuracy and to reduce such variability and misinterpretation, content based image retrieval (CBIR) and computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems have been proposed.
CAD systems aid as a second opinion for radiologists in detecting and decision making processes and the variability reduction among radiologists interpretation of mammograms [4] , [5] .
Similar to CAD, CBIR systems use information extracted from images to represent them. In Content Based Image Retrieval system the images can be retrieved based on the visual features such as shape, color and texture [6] . In Content Based Image Retrieval System the user describes an image in terms of its visual features and the system retrieves similar images according to the query of the user. A CBIR system gives similar images according to a certain pattern without providing any diagnostic information related to the retrieved images. CBIR systems can aid diagnosis by providing efficient manipulation and organization of stored images. Hence the radiologist may use this CBIR in the detection of a lesion and its classification.
For image retrieval of mammograms, textural analysis based on fuzzy textons is to be studied. Texture is a global feature of CBIR that is widely used in medical images. Textural analysis can discover the texture signature of a medical image significant to the diagnostic problem. The effectiveness of textural analysis is determined by the methods used to extract meaningful features [7] .
The proposed work initiates texture based analysis focusing on fuzzy textons which is a novel method to describe the texture features in low-dimensional feature spaces. This method builds on the definition of textons and SVM is used for the retrieval of the mammographies.
A number of research groups have been developing computer programs for analysis of mammography abnormalities.
Wolfe [8] proposed a classification scheme for mammograms based on the appearance of the parenchyma.
Campos et al, [9] used independent component analysis (ICA) and neural network multilayer perceptron to classify mammograms as normal, benign and malignant, with 98.7% of successful.
Honda et al. [10] developed a CBIR system for mammograms for identifying breast lesions. In this method, to extract textural features of mammograms from 136 clinical cases, a spatial gray level dependence matrices is used. For the performance evaluation of the process a selected set of ROIs and whole images were used from these cases. Precisions for selected ROIs and whole images ranged from 22% to 100% and from 31% to 100% respectively. used in this method. These methods successfully separated microcalcifications from normal background tissue with approximately 90%.
El-Naqa et al. [13] proposed an incremental learning based relevance feedback approach, for mammogram retrieval. It requires use of Support vector machine for developing an online learning procedure for similarity learning. This was implemented on clustered microcalcification images. It is reported that the retrieval is of more effective by using this approach.
Alto et al. [14] proposed the use of texture, gradient and shape measures as indices for quantitative representation of breast masses in mammograms. They suggested that features that can give high accuracy in pattern classification experiments could also be used as efficient indices for CBIR.
The mammographic appearance within the breast area can be captured by using textons by Petroudi et al. [15] .
The textural features are widely used for detecting cancer in mammograms has given good performance on the tests of mammographic images from MIAS Database with recognition accuracy of 88.23% in the detection of all kinds of abnormalities and 79.31% in classifying benign and malignant regions. [16] .
The rest of this paper organized as follows. Section 2 shows materials and methods, and results are shown in Section 3. Section 4 states the conclusion of this work.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The proposed method has two steps like feature analysis and image classification and retrieval. Feature analysis is discussed with the Gray Level Co-occurrence matrix and the image classification retrieval is with the Bayesian Neural Network method.
Feature Analysis
The breast lesion may cause a disorder in the homogeneity of tissues so it is better to examine the textural features of mammograms. Lot of valuable information is contained by the textures of digital images, for further research and application. Previously there were many researches has been done on feature analysis among them Gray Level Spatial Dependence or Co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), a statistical textural method, to analyze the textural features of mammograms. The GLCM method is compared with the proposed method and is described as following.
Gray Level Spatial Dependence Matrix (GLCM) vs Fuzzy Textons Based Image Retrieval
The gray-level spatial dependence or co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) measures the texture of the image by considering the intensities or grayscale values of the image at different distances and directions. As the co-occurrence matrices are typically large and sparse, various metrics of the matrix are often taken in order to get a more useful set of features. Features generated using this technique is usually called Haralick features. Haralick et al. [21] evaluated second order statistics on the corresponding GLCM for further texture description matrices. Second order measures consider the relationship between two neighboring pixels in the original image. The texture calculations require a symmetrical matrix. For each spatial relationship a different co-occurrence matrix exists (above, next to, diagonal). It is observed that the cooccurrence matrix is symmetrical and also the total number of pairs of compared pixels is different due to the angular relationships. To overcome this, it is necessary to normalize the frequencies of the occurrence. However, the simple intensity information does not provide adequate information especially for analysis and characterization of many medical images. Thus a new texture descriptor called Fuzzy Textons approach has been developed. Liu et al. in [22] was the first to use the term texton co-occurrence matrix.
For analyzing the textural features of mammograms and develops descriptors for content-based image retrieval, Fuzzy Textons, a statistical textural method is employed in this study. The proposed method is given below.
The word "Texton" is proposed by Julesz. A texton can be defined as a pattern sharing a common property all over the image [18] . Textures are formed only if the adjacent elements lie within the neighborhood Texton gradient depends on the critical distances between texture elements. Critical distance depends on the texture element size. Texture can be decomposed into elementary units, texton classes of colors, elongated blobs of specific width, orientation, aspect ratios and terminators of elongated blobs. If texture elements are greatly expanded in one orientation, discrimination reduces. If the elongated elements are not jittered in orientation, texture gradients increase at boundaries. Thus with a small sub image of size 3 x 3 is used to obtain texton gradient. The proposed method used 12 textons of 3 x 3 grids. If three pixels are highlighted and have same value then, grid will form a texton. Even the co-occurrence probability of same valued pixels in 3 x 3 grid is smaller than that of 2 x 2 grid, the textons developed using 2 x 2 grid may not give complete information regarding direction. The computational complexity for fusing the overlapped components of 12 textons is also less to obtain final texton image. During the detection of fuzzy textons, fuzzy based quantization is performed to get more accurate textons as given in [28] .
After the extraction of fuzzy texton images the texture features are extracted from them. Some of the important features of texture properties (cluster properties) used are Local Homogeneity, Cluster Shade and Cluster Prominence. Local Homogenity: ∑ n i.j=0 ( 1 / (i -j) 2 
Cluster Shade:
Cluster Prominence: ∑ n i.j=0 ( i -Mx + j -My ) 4 C(i,j)
Where Mx = ∑ n i.j=0 i C(i,j); (4)
Image Retrieval
The Objective of the CBIR system is to examine the textural features of mammograms and to discriminate malignant from benign and normal tissues
Bayesian Neural Networks vs Support Vector Machine
In the Bayesian approach to learning neural network [23] , [24] , [25] , the objective is to find the weights posterior distribution mode. To obtain the posterior distribution of the weights, first the prior distribution is specified, which is a probability distribution that represents the prior information associated with the weights of the network, and the data likelihood. Once the prior distributions have chosen, the evidence from the data is combined to get the posterior distribution for the parameters and hyperparameters. In a multi-class classification problem, the targets are represented by a binary label vector so that a single component is set to one to denote the correct class and the rest of components are set to zero. In the Bayesian learning, the posterior distribution is used to find the predictive distributions for the target values in the new test case given the inputs for that case as well as inputs and target for training cases [26] . In Bayesian Neural Network specifying a prior is extremely difficult. Even though the prior is specified computing a posterior may be extremely difficult such that computational approximation is required. The proposed method used Support Vector Machine instead of Bayesian Neural Networks as the support Vector Machine has more generalization power than Bayesian Neural Network Classifier [27] . This method is given below.
In this paper SVM classifier is used for image retrieval. SVM was used to indicate the relevance of the images to a certain query. The support vector machine (SVM) method was developed for classification problems [19] and also for retrieval systems [20] .
The SVM constructs a hyperplane in the feature space which can be used for classification. It separates the points with the highest number of points of the same class on the same side, while maximizing the distance between two parallel hyperplanes. The hyperplane constructed can be determined by using subset of items from the two classes which are called as support vectors. If the set of data is separated into two classes by a straight line it is called a linear classification. For nonlinear classification SVM kernel is used.
If data set has more than two classes it becomes a multi-class problem. One approach to solve the multi-class problems is by reducing the single multiclass problem into set of binary problems, using methods of decomposition one by class (one against all) and the separation of every pair of classes (one against one). In the one-against-all method, a SVM is built for each class through the discrimination of this class against the remaining classes. The number of SVMs used in this method is N. Test data x are classified using a decision strategy, i.e., the class with the maximum value for the discriminate function f(x) is assigned to the data. The n training examples are used to construct the SVM for one class. The SVM for one class p is built using the set of training data (x) and the desired outputs (y).
In the one-against-one method, a SVM is built for a pair of classes through training, for the discrimination of two classes. In this way, the number of SVMs used in the method is N(N-1)/2. One SVM for a pair of classes is built using training examples belonging only to these classes. The other approach is a generalization of the binary classification to more than two classes. This paper uses the one-against-one method. A 10-fold cross validation was performed and the tests were conducted using the polynomial kernel.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As the Mini MIAS database consists of 332 mammograms of different categories, it has been selected for the testing of performance of the proposed algorithms. The regions of interest (ROI) were manually extracted from each image based on the information provided by the MIAS database. To each mammogram, a ROI was manually selected, containing the lesion. If the tissues had different sizes, ROIs was resized to 256x256 pixels. Here benign, malignant and normal tissues were considered deliberately as shown in figure 1.
Mammogram Database
The Proposed method used the Mammographic Institute Society Analysis mini-MIAS [17] database. This database consists of 332 mammograms of right and left breast, from 161 patients, where 53 were diagnosed as being malignant, 69 benign and 206 normal with ages ranging from 50 to 65. The spatial resolution of the image is 50µm × 50µm. The images are digitized at a resolution of 1024 × 1024 pixels and at 8-bit grey scale level and these also include the locations of all abnormalities that may be present. The existing data in the collection consists of the location of the abnormality (like the center of a circle surrounding the tumor), its radius, breast position (left or right), type of breast tissues (fatty, fattyglandular and dense) and tumor type if it exists (benign or malignant).
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Results
The textural features were extracted as mentioned in section 2.1 and compared to the features in the MIAS reference database using the SVM method. A mean success rate of 90% on discriminating malignant from benign and normal tissues was achieved by this proposed method that was shown in Table 1 . The algorithm achieved good classification compared to Co-occurrence matrix and Bayesian Neural Network.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a CBIR system for retrieving tissues in mammograms as benign, malignant or normal and is able to aid radiologists in their diagnosis. In this method we used fuzzy textons which is a novel method to describe the texture features in low-dimensional feature spaces. This method builds on the definition of textons. Hence the proposed classification technique assists the radiologists in their diagnosis. The method employed here has given better performance.
